
TV-GAME 

 

Welcome to the magic era of the past! 

Prove your skill against your friends or the computer in different sport simulations! 

 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS: 

After connecting the tape to ZX Spectrum, type LOAD “” (first press J, then two times 

the Symbol Shift and P simultaneously) and press Enter. Start the tape and the game 

will load automatically. Any kind of loading error rewind the tape and try to load on 

lower or higher volume. 

There are 2 versions on the cassette. The 128K version follows the 48K. 

 

PLAYING INSTRUCTIONS: 

The menu will appear after successful loading. 

 

Press 1 to Tennis. 

Press 2 to Wall-tennis L (for training). 

Press 3 to Wall-tennis R (for training). 

Press 4 to Football. 

Press 5 to Hockey. 

Press 6 to turn color on/off. 

Press 7 to select number of players per team. 

Press 8 to change speed. 

Press 9 to change size of player. 

Press 0 to start game. 

 

Press SPACE to set the opponent: 

 

PLAYER vs SPECTRUM 

SPECTRUM vs PLAYER 

PLAYER vs PLAYER 

SPECTRUM vs SPECTRUM (demo mode) 

 

The games do not end, press 0 to exit to the menu. 

 

CONTROLLING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Move the left team up with Q and move down with A. If double players mode is 

selected move the 2nd player separately up with W and move down with S. It can be 

combined, for example press Q and W to move 2nd player up with double speed or 

press Q and S to stay in place. 

Controlling the right team is the same only the buttons are different. Press P or O to 

move up and O or K to move down. 

 

OTHER INFORMATION: 

The players aren’t rectangle (as you can see on the screen), but rather oval. It effects 

only moving of the ball.  It can be learnt after short time. 


